
EMERGENT STRATEGY WHO WILL STOP APPLE S DOMINANCE OF THE

MUSIC DELIVERY BUSINESS

This element of surprise has been the primary strategy for Apple. Topical case study report Who will stop Apples
dominance of the music delivery business.

Fortune company did. Meanwhile downloads, for all their doomed future, are still by far the best combination
of scale and revenue. The premium on seafood and Russian food rose during the period while it declined for
French and Japanese cuisines, indicating that the hotel chain could earn more by repositioning its sushi bars as
seafood restaurants and setting up restaurants that served Russian food. To extend the use of price-benefit
maps, companies can throw more data into the mix. Innovators know they are creating value when other
players in the nascent value chain begin to see demand, support the innovation, and collect real â€” if meager
â€” revenues. But if innovations are to live beyond this stage, somebody has to have the vision to imagine an
end game as Gates and Allen did and the discipline to fashion a business system innovative enough to grab a
winner's share of the profits. Having defined the potential scenarios, innovators can plot their route through
Phases II and III, watching for milestones and making course corrections. The contagion of free is legion. The
price of a Harley was still higher than that of equivalent Japanese motorbikes, but it no longer commanded the
highest premiums in the market. As technology selection shrinks the ranks of competitors and their platforms,
it clears the field for sharper competition among the survivors. It suddenly faced some very large companies
â€” like Nokia â€” with both the resources and the desire to take advantage of the market opportunities. In the
short term, arguably the answer is that they both have their strengths. Even the middle subsegment remained
competitive owing to the overwhelming dominance of the Toyota Camry. The dormant handheld computer
market exploded when Palm introduced the Pilot series with limited â€” but superbly executed â€”
functionality. This is the stage at which canny players are able to position themselves to occupy the choke
points where they can harvest the ripest value-capture opportunities. Whoever owns the tangible asset or
distribution network wins. In this case, including indicators of sales growth and decline, best-sellers, and
withdrawn models revealed subsegments of the midsize-car market in which competition was less intense and
were therefore good opportunities to pursue. Conversely, does your industry lack real first-mover advantages,
so that a new high-value innovation can usually displace the dominant incumbent? This is because of a the CD
and b the download. The consequences of the imbalance in digital music strategy are also easy to see in total
revenues. This is the circle the music industry must square. Shawn Fanning, like Edison, had created untold
value for the public; in a little more than a year, Napster attracted 38 million users worldwide, including more
than 8 percent of home Internet users in the United States. In the past, many choke points â€” control of a
patent, or customer access, for example â€” were premised on information asymmetries that, in a
manufacturing-era economy, could give a firm competitive advantage for decades. Now the challenge that
must be met is to create scarce, sought after experiences that give people reasons to spend money on the artists
and music they love. The trend is accelerating as the Internet and other services give companies access to even
more information. Moreover, it implies that value capture can be planned and executed in all three stages, and
not left for the last phase. With the boundaries of the firm now porous, customers no longer sit outside â€” or
at the end of â€” a value chain, passively waiting to receive goods and services. A map that includes unit sales
and sales growth, for instance, can help companies identify areas with low competitive intensity. The
recording industry, in turn, acknowledged that it couldn't, wouldn't, and shouldn't battle the inevitability of
change. Most of this stuff is already created by labels, artists and managers but it is labelled marketing. Perfect
does matter here. Dell mass-customizes PCs by combining made-to-order PC sourcing with customer-friendly
telephone and Internet ordering.


